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What's New In Roadkil 039;s RawCopy?
Roadkil's RawCopy is a simple utility designed to help you copy all the information available on a
storage drive to a different, more reliable location. Quick and simple installation The product is easy to
add to the system as the installation procedure does not require too much effort; if you can follow the
simple instructions on the screen then the operation should complete without any unpleasant events. As
the name suggests, the application copies the raw information, which means that every byte is
transferred as it is. Basically, once Roadkil's RawCopy finishes the transfer you can rest assured that the
data can be processed at a later time as it no longer runs the risk of being damaged. One-window
program The application consists in a single screen that allows you to select a source and target drive.
The source can be any partition available on the system or an entire hard disk; the same goes for the
target location, but it has to have at least the same size. Once started, a progress bar indicates the
advancement of the operation. Additional information relates to the errors encountered when reading
the data from the source and when writing it on the target drive. The result is a raw image that can be
mounted into special software applications that permit exploring and extracting the content. Conclusion
Roadkil's RawCopy is among the smallest utilities that can copy data sector by sector. During our tests it
did its job without problems. Keep in mind that the duration of the copying task is proportional with the
data that has to be transferred. Download Roadkil's RawCopy . System Requirements: OS: Windows
XP/Vista/7/8/10 Memory: 4 MB Description: Roadkil's RawCopy is a simple utility designed to help
you copy all the information available on a storage drive to a different, more reliable location. Quick
and simple installation The product is easy to add to the system as the installation procedure does not
require too much effort; if you can follow the simple instructions on the screen then the operation
should complete without any unpleasant events. As the name suggests, the application copies the raw
information, which means that every byte is transferred as it is. Basically, once Roadkil's RawCopy
finishes the transfer you can rest assured that the data can be processed at a later time as it no longer
runs the risk of being damaged. One-window program The application consists in a single screen that
allows you to select a source and target drive. The source can be any partition available on the system or
an entire hard disk; the same goes for the target location, but it has to have at least the same size.
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System Requirements For Roadkil 039;s RawCopy:
PCs Macs Xbox One PlayStation 4 Please do not use keyboard and mouse for the Xbox 360 controller.
Some limitations apply to the PS4 controller. Using a Keyboard Battlefield: 4 on Steam uses the
keyboard and mouse for some commands. If you are using a keyboard and mouse, there is no way to
play the game on all platforms unless you are using the same keyboard and mouse. If you are using a
different keyboard, mouse, and controller, the following keyboard commands are available:
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